UNIQUE PROGRESSIVE HOLISTIC HEALTH PRODUCTS

See other side for information on the Relax Sauna
Mental Clarity, Vibrant Health, & Releasing Stress

Oxylift-multi-oxy supplement
Olive Gold 03 ozonated Olive Oil
Color Therapy Glasses
Vision Training (pinhole) Glasses

Acu-Masseur
all body massager

One of the best books on the illustrious history and health benefits of sweating and saunas. Dr. Bill explains why and how Saunas (and especially Far infrared Saunas) are extremely helpful for body purification, mental clarity and spiritual attunement.

Dr. Akpinar uses & recommends the Relax Sauna to many of his patients

Far Infrared Table Lamp

Body ball body massager
Piezo-electric Stimulator
PurBlack Shilajit Resin
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